Basic Clamp Kits

See individual components for material information.

Kit Contains:
- 14 Clamps
- Holder (metal tray)

Versatility is expanded when used with the T-Nut & Stud Kit (see page 3).

Jig Bore Kit

See individual components for material information.

- For jig borers and jig grinders
- Will clamp anything within the range of the machine
- Aluminum heel rests prevent marring of the table top surface
- Hex bolts in clamps and coupling nuts allow adjustment of height within the range of the machine
- Clamps, t-bolts, studs, coupling nuts and flange nuts have a black oxide finish
- Includes holder (wooden base, metal tray)
- For detailed information on the aluminum heel rest and hex bolt, see page 7.
- For detailed clamp information, see page 8.
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